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Laura Davis: [00:00:00] In this episode, we're talking about how to build a highly engaged

Facebook community without the dreaded@everyone tag.

LauraMoore: You're listening to JFDI with The Two Lauras. This is the weekly podcast
where the two of us chat about all things related to building a business as a freelancer.

We're on amission to helpmore social media freelancers to build profitable businesses

that fund their lifestyle andwork around their families. And every weekwe share tips,

advice, and inspiration about business, marketing, and social media. And occasionally we

have the odd rant too.

In today's episode, we're talking about howwe've built a highly engaged Facebook

community. And if you're in there, youmight've noticed that we have never once used that

dreaded@everyone tag. So we're gonna share what we've done and some tips and tricks

so you can do the samewhether it's for your own group or with your clients.

Laura Davis:Okay. So I think it's fair to start off by saying that you and I are Facebook girls

LauraMoore:Addicts!

Laura Davis: Through and through. Yeah. Like [00:01:00] we, yeah.

LauraMoore:Does that make us sound really, really old?

Laura Davis:Well, yeah, I am conscious of that, but you know, I'm owning it. But I, I've

donewell with clients on Facebook. It was alwaysmy preferred platformwith clients and

it kind of still is, to be honest. So whenwe set up our Facebook group, which was nearly

five years ago.

LauraMoore:OhmyGod, was it? Yeah, we are old.

Laura Davis: Someone said that yesterday and I was like, my God, five years.Wow. Um,

anyway, uh, whenwe set that up, it, it just made perfect sense for us to set up a Facebook

community. And I'm totally aware that there's a lot of people out there who don't like

Facebook and they think it's like old news.
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Yeah. But and I do think, obviously it depends on your audience, that goes without saying,

but actually I think, I was talking to someone the other day about this, there's a lot of

people who are quite tied to Facebook groups, and therefore Facebook, so like a friend of

mine's been trying tomove [00:02:00] away from social media as much as possible and the

one platform she has struggled with.

is Facebook, because she's in Facebook groups for the kids schools, like parent groups,

she's in Facebook groups because of some health things that she's, groups she's in, she's

often signs up for things where the community is in the Facebook group, so it's the one

platform that she keeps kind of coming back to.

And I think that's true of a lot of people, and I think like, I love Facebook and I know you do

too, somaybewe're biassed, but there has been a lot of people over the years who have,

well certainly I'd say the last kind of two years, have started to take their communities off

Facebook and some, for some people that would work and for other people, it wouldn't

work.

And I just think it depends how you approach your Facebook group, isn't it? It depends

what you're doing to keep that group alive, what the objective of that group is, how you

want, whether youwant it [00:03:00] to be kind of peer led or led by you as a business or

your client as a business owner. There's somany variables as to how that could work,

couldn't it?

But I think automatically it gives people the thought, oh well Facebook groups are just,

theymust be crap because people aremoving away from it. But we're here to say that

they're not.

LauraMoore:And actually some of those people whowe knowwho havemoved their

communities off of Facebook, have come back to Facebook in the last probably like 12

months.

I can think of a, a few of those people whomoved to like Circle, School, uh, Mighty

Networks, all those sorts of people, and it didn't work. So therefore they then came back

to Facebook. And I think one of the reasons that it didn't work is because their users are so
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used to being on Facebook. Andwhen you're scrolling through Facebook, you

automatically see that content, right?

So for example, our members in the Inner Hub, they will see content from ourmembership

on Facebookwithout having to go and look for it, right, you're muchmore likely to see

stuff and pay attention and, you know, implement [00:04:00] stuff and learn and have

conversations if it's there in front of your face than you are if you have to go and look for it.

Laura Davis: Yeah, and I think the reasons, often, people move away from Facebook is

because they'll say, Oh, the algorithm that my posts aren't getting seen by everybody. But I

don't want all of our posts seen by everybody. That would totally be overwhelming. If, if

they went on Facebook, like our Facebook group, our free Facebook group.

It's a busy Facebook group. I can't, I should have probably looked before we recorded this.

But there are, you know, loads of questions every day that are posted in there. If everyone

saw everything, like, it would be totally overwhelming. I couldn't cope if I saw everything.

And it's our bloody group.

LauraMoore:And imagine if everybody did see everything, and then everybody's

commenting on everything. Like, that just makesmore andmore work for us, and it's hard

work running that group as it is.

Laura Davis: Yeah, yeah.

LauraMoore: That would just be like, no thanks.

Laura Davis: Like, I think the algorithm, in my opinion, is our friend. Like it's there to help

us not see [00:05:00] everything and, and yeah. Don't get mewrong, when obviously

people stop engaging, they stop seeing everything, but that's okay. That's their choice. I'm

not going to ram the@everyone tag down their throat.

LauraMoore:Ugh, I, I, can we just address the@everyone tag? I think that is the worst

thing that ever happened on Facebook. And I think it's made people, it's turned people

into lazymarketers, lazy community builders, and lazy content creators.
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Because instead of making really good content and go and engaging with people and

having nice conversations, Oh, I'll just whack this up, use the@everyone tag. And all that

does is just piss everyone else off until they get yet another notification. And I've turned

off somany of those notifications for groups.

So, like, why are you using it? It's not going to reach out to everyone anymore because

people are turning it off, so it's just lazy.

Laura Davis: I've turned, anytime anyone@everyone's me, I just turn it off and, and that's

fine. And thenmaybe people listen to this podcast going, well, more for you, more for you

for not using the@everyone, because you're not going to speak to a hundred percent of

your [00:06:00] audience.

And I say, fine, I am finewith that. Like, I don't want to, because I know every single person

who@everyone's all the time in the groups that I'm in. Not all of the content that they're

@everyone-ingme about is relevant tome. So it pisses me off and I don't want to piss my

audience off.

LauraMoore:But also those posts where you have been taggedwith that @everyone

post, I bet if you go and look on them, I bet they've got less engagement than the other

posts because all you've done is piss people off.

They're like, Oh, for God's sake, why have you taggedme? Yeah, okay. I read it and then

they leave. And so it, it's much better to engage someone because they want to be

engaged rather than forcing it down their throat, I think. Oh, I feel like we're ranting here,

Laura.We're really ranting.

Laura Davis: I know, we are, we are, I promise we have got some valuable stuff to share

with you, but um, I, I consider the@everyone in the same vein as I would like people kind

of cold DMingme.

Like, oh yeah, don't like come, don't come to [00:07:00] me if I need you, if I want you, I will

come and find you and I will come and find that content. And that's exactly what I do. I've

been, I'm in somany Facebook groups. Like the other day whenwewent live in our Inner
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Hub, themembership Facebook group, it tookme ages to get to the Inner Hub groupwhen

I had to select the group because I am in somany.

Yeah. And I choose to go to those groups when I have the time or a question or just bored

and thought I'll go and see what's happening in it. I am an adult, I am able tomake

decisions, andwhen I need something, I knowwhere to gowhen I need it. And that, as a

group owner, is really important, that people know that you're there.

LauraMoore:And also, the groups with the really highly valuable content that youwant
to see, people will turn on notifications, just like we turn on notifications on LinkedIn or on

Instagram if wewant to see people's content. You can do that in a Facebook group. So it's

like giving people that choice, isn't it?

Laura Davis: Yeah, it is. But we appreciate some people want to do the@everyone, it's

part of your, [00:08:00] how youwant tomanage your group, and that is fine, there's no

judgement here, but that's -

LauraMoore:Well there is a little bit. I'm sitting here judging you.

Laura Davis: It's said with love.

LauraMoore: If you haven't listened to our episode about social media icks, go and listen

to that so you understandwhy Laura just said that.

Laura Davis:Anyway. Okay. So let's just move on. So sometimes we get asked, do social

media marketers, do freelancers, should they have their own group? So I thought maybe

we could just discuss that. Obviously we both did, somaybewe're biassed, but obviously

whenwe did, it was like, I don’t know, circa 2016, 17, 18, like quite a long time ago, but so

time hasmoved on.

So, but let's just have a quick chat about whether you feel, cause at the time I felt that

there was a pressure that, not pressure that's wrong, but I felt like a lot of social media

managers started to create groups. So I did, and it was great, it was a great little group and

I got a lot of work out of it.
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So it was definitely worth it from [00:09:00] a nurturing perspective of leads for sure,

whether I jumped into it for the right reasons is a whole different conversation, but you

had a good group as well, didn't you?

LauraMoore: Yeah, I had a good group, but I did mine for different reasons for you

because I had groups for other things that were non business related.

So tome, it was like a no brainer to have a group for business because I knew that groups

were working for other things. I didn't have it onmy radar at all what other people were

doing in terms of groups. I think I kind of hadmy blinkers on a bit, but my groupworked

really well for me as well, and I did get a lot of work from it, a lot of referrals, all of that sort

of thing.

I've archived that long, long ago now. But I do, I think if you're thinking about, you know,

whether or not you should have a Facebook group or a community anywhere, I think you

need to have a good reason. Like, what is actually the purpose of it? Andwho's going to be

in that group? You know, what do youwant to get out of it?

There's no point in just starting a group because you think everyone else is, and The Two

Lauras have said that it worked for them. Like, what actually is the purpose? Is it a free

group, for [00:10:00] example, where you're just going to have anyone come, allowed to

join, and you're going to be there hanging around answering questions, or is it like part of a

leadmagnet where people could only come in if they've had something from you?

Or is it part of a paid community? Like there's somany different reasons to have

something. So I think you need to have a reason and an objective for it. Like we've got two

groups, haven't we currently?Well, actually, we've probably got loads of other groups as

well that are archived. Um, but we've got our Inner Hubmembers group, which obviously

only paidmembers can go in.

Andwe've got our free Facebook group, and both of those work very, very differently.

Yeah. Both for the people in them and from like a back end perspective. Andwe treat them

very differently, don't we? They've both got very different objectives. So if you're thinking

about starting a group, I think that needs to be the first thing you think about, is what is

the actual objective for it?
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Laura Davis: Yeah, and I think it's also worth saying that, like we've both said, you know,
we did well out of our groups from a business perspective, you know, from an income

perspective, but that didn't happen overnight. I think running a group, whether it be paid

[00:11:00] for or free, it takes legwork. And I do think you've got to consider the long

game.

So it's like, If you've got amasterclass running at the end of themonth and you go, I need

to build an audience. Oh, I'm going to start a Facebook group. Andmaybe they'll all sign up

at the end of themonth. Yeah, youmight, youmight get a couple.

If you need to think the long game, you need to think, how are you going to funnel or

where in that funnel of your, you know, speaking to your audience, where does that group

fit andwhat are you going to deliver?What are you, you can't just put everyone in a group

and expect them all to just chat. It doesn't happen. Trust me.

So you need to think about how you're going to get people to chitchat because themore

people help each other, themore people feel like they want to stay, but there has to always

be boundaries. There has to be rules. So it's not easy. It's not an overnight thing. I think you

have to consider the, that you are going to be putting time into growing a community

without [00:12:00] essentially seeing a return on that immediately.

LauraMoore: Yeah. And I think if the outcome of it, like if the outcome is that youwant

clients, youwant to sell power hours, audits, all of that sort of thing, then that's very

different.

But if the outcome is that youwant to start a membership or start a course, then I think

you need to be really careful with a group because you need to be able to differentiate

that. So for example, it's very clear the differences between our free group and our

membership group, but if you start a free group and you give a lot in that free group,

people have got no reason to come and join yourmembership.

If that's what your next step is going to be. So you need to kind of think about what are you

going to deliver andmake sure you're not over delivering if that is the next step.
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Laura Davis: Yeah, and I think one of the best things we ever did in our free group is very,
very quickly from launching that free group, and it did grow very rapidly.

There weren't many free communities for freelance social media managers at the time,

and it grew very quickly. And the best thing we ever did is sell early [00:13:00] on. So

people knew, look, yes, I'm going to come in this free group, but I am going to be sold to.

LauraMoore:And I did that in my group too. Did you do that in your business group?

Laura Davis: Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah. Theworst thing, and I see this happen a lot, and I've
been in groups where I've kind of watchedwith interest and they've grown a great, lovely,

engaged community and then it's like 18months later they suddenly say, right, we're now

going tomonetize this group, or we're now going to launch this, and people go, oh well,

that's not fair, I joined because this was a, you know, and you knowwhat people are like,

and I, you know, I was obviously fully supportive of the business owner that they wanted

to, to monetize it, but, but the large general public won't think like that.

They obviously, people are thinking about themselves. Yeah. And sowemade sure that we

were selling very early on in that free group, so people knew that that's what they were to

expect. Andwe still do it now, and if anyone's got a problemwith it, we just kick 'em out

the group because at the end of the day.

Our free Facebook group takes a lot of [00:14:00] manpower. It takes a lot of time for us to

manage that group andwe can come on to that. But if so, if people are pissed off, if we

might promote a leadmagnet or our podcast or one of our paid products, then they can go.

They're not having all of that support for free if they're not willing for us to try to benefit

from it.

Because let's be honest, there's a reasonwhywe have that group.We're not just there. It's

not a charity. Yeah. So, whereas in our paid group, we don't sell. And generally speaking,

everybody in the, uh, membership have probably bought everything we ever offer anyway,

so we don't really need to.

And occasionally we, someonewill ask a question and our responsemight be, well, it's in

this, but we don't put posts in there selling certain products. That's just not what we do.
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And in our paid group, we allow ourmembers to kind of essentially sell to each other, we

allow them to promote themselves in response to questions, so if someone says I need

help with this, we don't mind if someone [00:15:00] comes back saying would youwant a

one to onewithme or a power hour.

And it's a nice kind of community, in fact we've got the Little Black Book in the Inner Hub

where people can go and find people to pay, really to help them, whereas in the free group

we don't allow that, we don't allow other people selling in there, if anyone's gonna sell in

there, it's us. And I don't have a problemwith that.

And if people have got a problemwith that, then that's not the group for them. So it's

important to like, I've kind of gone off on a tangent, but if you, if your aim for that group is

to in someway increase your income, you've got to start that from early on. So people

understand that that's what's happening in that free community.

LauraMoore: Yeah, and I think coming on from that, it's all about, like, boundaries and

rules, isn't it? So like we've set that boundary that we're going to sell in there from day one

But we've also got various other very strict boundaries and very strict rules that we kind

of adhere to but in both of our groups we have that but If we're talking about like our free

[00:16:00] community, for example, we have post approval turned on, so people can't just

post willy nilly, so we're very sort of selective about what you can post in there, and if

you've ever had a post declined, then there will always be a good reason for it, it will

always be based on our rules, because we set them out from the outset, because wewant

people to knowwhat's okay andwhat's not okay, andwhat's expected, and howwe can

help, and all of that sort of stuff, because we are really, really helpful in that group, But

there's only somuch timewe've got, there's only somany times we can answer the same

question without everyone else in that group just getting a bit annoyed.

Whereas in the Inner Hub, our members community, we don't have post approval turned

on. Everyone knows the rules, it's an amazing community, everyone's really supportive of

each other, so we don't need that, we don't need that kind of boundary built in because it's

a community and everyone is there to help each other.

Whereas free Facebook groups are kind of a bit more of a free for all, don't you think?
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Laura Davis: Yeah, they definitely attract the people, like the amount of posts that we get,

which we just decline. Yeah. [00:17:00]Where people, and they don't even clearly

understandwhat the group is, they're just going, Do youwant to learn how to use

Instagram?

Here's my five step workshop, you can sign up. And I'm like, what?Whywould a social

media manager want that, you fools? Decline, decline. And obviously if people keep doing

it, we just block them. So we get that a lot. And if we didn't have post approval turned on,

then that groupwould become a really crappy place to be.

Andwe also have the spam filters on so we can see if people, what with certain keywords,

so we can see what people are commenting. If people are kind of saying all the time, DM

me, DMme.We're like, no way, mate. Like at the end of the day, we've grown that audience

and that, that community. Yes, because predominantly wewant to help as many social

media managers as possible, andwe knowwe have the tools and experience to do that.

But also wewant it to be an, you know, a nice environment for people. And obviously we

want to have a, have a community that we can sell to andwewould be lying if we said any

different to that. [00:18:00] So why the hell would we spendmoney, time, effort, building

that community for other people to waltz on in there and try and sell?

Yeah. You'll be thinking, but hang on, I've listened to a podcast where you say about joining

Facebook groups is a way to find clients. 100% it is. 100%. But we always say you need to

respect the rules and the owners of that group. And if you look at the rules in our group, it

will say you cannot promote yourself.

And that's just tough shit. So if your audience is social media managers, Our group is not

for you, so you have to have, you have to be quite firm about that because you, you know,

there are somany Facebook groups you go into, isn't there, where it's just everyone's

selling, there's no community, it's just like a sales group, and so I'd always leave them, I'd

join them thinking, oh, this sounds great, and then I'd leave because I'm like, wow, I don't

need all that.

So you do, if you're going to have a group, I would definitely be selfish about it.Why are

you doing it andwhat do youwant to get [00:19:00] out of it? And then you think, okay,
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that's my, that's my goals. How can I make this brilliant for my groupmembers without

compromising on your goals? And that's where you can find that kind of sweet spot, but

you have got to put yourself first.

LauraMoore:And I think some people will probably think, yeah, but if I turn on post

approval, that's going to annoy people because they're going to have to wait for their post

to be approved and thenmaybe they won't post and blah blah blah. Since we turned on

post approval, we have probably more posts thanwe did before and they're more high

quality andmore people respond to them andwe build relationships with those people

quicker. So it's, it's a benefit.

Laura Davis: I'm not going to lie.We don't reply to every single post because that's not

where our energies, 90% of our energies need to be in our paid group because that's what

people pay for. But we do go in there every day.We seewhat post, people are posting

about and the benefit of having post approval on is when it's about their business, about

[00:20:00] setting up their freelance business, which is obviously our area of expertise.

Wewant to help, so wewill make sure that we go andwe comment andwe're the first to

comment, which I think is important.We don't want people, we need people to knowwho

we are as well, like what's the point in having a group that we don't show up in? But it's

about getting that balance right, and again you'd have to consider that as to whether yours

is a free group versus a paid group andwhere your energies lie.

LauraMoore:Definitely. There's a couple of other things that we've done tomake our

community like really, really engaged. And I think one of them is something that a lot of

group owners forget. And it's that you need to keep at the very heart of what you're doing

in that group, the reason for why people joined and don't go off on a tangent.

Like don't start a group that is about, for example, Facebook Reels, and then twoweeks

later you're talking about LinkedIn, because that's not why people joined. You need to

remember why people join and give them the content that they joined for. But if we

suddenly, like we're, obviously we talk about social media management.

If we suddenly [00:21:00] started putting loads and loads of content in there about

websites andweb development, like no, people are not in there for that. I mean, it would
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be really bad content, but you know, people are not in there for that. So you have to kind

of remember that. And I think a lot of people, when they're struggling to get that

engagement going, they forget to go back to the reason of why people joined that group in

the first place.

Andwhat is the thing that everybody has in common that they can get conversation

around? And how can they bring people together with based on that one commonality?

Laura Davis:And I think that's important just to, and I think what, like why our Facebook

group has always donewell is because we're very niche and I think that does work and

obviously we do talk about niching a lot and, but it just makes it easier because we know,

like our group is for freelance social media managers.

So not social media managers, not marketing, not anything else, just freelance social media

marketers. Andwe know obviously that there will be people in there whomaybe are now

employed or were or are [00:22:00] employed and thinking of going freelance.We

obviously know that there are slight variations to that, but the common theme is people

want to have a successful freelance social media business.

And you know, and there's lots that fall into that. There's people who are just content

creators as part of that social media. On a remit. There are people who are adsmanagers,

there are people who are pure Instagram experts, there are LinkedIn, so there's all sorts of

variants in there. But the common thing is that they want a freelance business and they

want a good freelance business.

And hopefully they know that we are the kind of no bullshit people to come and ha, get

that support from. So being as specific as possible really helps. And I think if you just set up

a Facebook group for small businesses, it's going to be a lot harder. Obviously there will be

Facebook groups for small businesses, but it's going to be harder to find those common

themes.

When you have those common themes, that's when the community element starts to kick

in. This is where people [00:23:00] feel like they're understood, they're seen, they can see

that other people are having the same kind of issues or problemsmaybe that they are, so

they feel more comfortable responding and helping.
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Whereas when you're in a groupwhere the conversation ranges from, you know, whether

people you're getting footfall through shop door versus whether you're getting clients for

your window cleaning business, it all becomes very difficult because you don't feel like you

belong to that.

LauraMoore: It's like there's, there's somany groups on Facebook, but if you think about,

there's somany like Disney focused groups, right?

And those Disney groups are so specific because they're just talking about Disney.

Whereas there are also holiday groups. And they are probably far less engaged. Everyone

is kind of talking about holidays in different types of places. It's much harder to find the

information youwant. So if you've joined that group and then you're like, actually I'm

going to go to Disney, guess what, you're going to go and spend time in the Disney group,

not in the holiday group.

Yeah. So youwant tomake sure you're giving people a reason to join and keeping them

coming back to that because of the content being so [00:24:00] specific.

Laura Davis: Yeah. And I think, I think it's probably worth as well talking about, you know,
it's all very well starting a group, calling it like we did, the Social MediaManager Hub.

So obviously our target audience is in the title. So if someone searches Social Media

Manager on Facebook, they can find our group. So that was very strategic. But apart from

just starting a group, they don't just suddenly fill up of thousands of people. So you're

going to need to think, how am I going to get this out there?

But wewere very lucky that our group became a, like a recommended group. So it was

constantly being shown to people and people, I think because it grew very quickly in the

early days. So wewere very lucky from that point of view, but we always link back to that

group. So, you know, often on our podcasts, we talk about it in our intros, on our lead

magnets, where appropriate.

Wemention it on our emails.Wemention it. So we're always talking about, you know,

sometimes it's been on our thank you pages when people download a [00:25:00] lead
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magnet, we say, right, come and now join the Facebook group. So we're always, always

talking about it.

LauraMoore:And even in the early days, it was all roads lead to the group. Like that was
our, themain objective was to get, you know, grow our group and grow an amazing

community right from the very beginning, evenwhen like before we had the toolkit, but

we didn't have ourmembership back then. And like the toolkit would have been themain

thing wewanted to wanted to sell, but still our priority was all roads lead to the group.

And so it'd be on blogs, it'd literally be everywhere, anywhere that we couldmention it,

that would be like the call to action would be to, to join the group. And I think that's how

you. Need to focus on getting people into a group if that's what youwanna do and grow it.

And then you need to worry about kind of keeping them.

So should we just talk a little bit about howwe actually made it be really engagedwithout

using that @everyone tag? I think there's a couple of things that we have done that we

haven't kind of touched on yet. And one of them, andwe get this question a lot when

people aremanaging groups, people will say, right, I'mmanaging a group for X, Y, Z

client.[00:26:00]

Should I respond? Asme, should I respond as the page? Should I log into their Facebook

profile and respond as them? Should they respond? Like, and there's all these questions

about who should respond. And so for us, andwe've tested lots of different things in that

group. So we had like an admin page that we tested replying from.

We've had our Facebook page.We've tested replying from, we've had our own pages.We

tested replying from, and obviously it would be different for everybody. You need to kind

of test what works for us. Laura and I, and I'm speaking on behalf of Laura at themoment,

we, we sometimes forget to change into the other profile, so for us it's natural to just

respond as ourselves.

And like, people know that we're the two Lauras, but also it's nicer, isn't it, to get a

response from one of us specifically, and then you know it's not, it's us, it's not like some

community manager, andwe domanage our own group, by the way, so anytime you are

having a conversation with us in the groups, it is us, it's not somebody else.
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But the thing to think about with that [00:27:00] is, A, how does it make you or the client

look? Like what, who do people want to be engaging with? But B, if you're going to put

content in the group, youwant it to be seen, right? So if you're commenting on people's

posts as yourself, like your answer, your community manager, you're answering people's

posts as yourself, but then you're posting in the group as the brand and the brand is never

engaging, it's less likely that the posts from the brand are actually going to be seen by

people because people aren't engaging with it in the group.

So therefore that pesky old algorithmwon't show those posts. So if your goal is to post in

that group from the brand, the brand needs to be engaging. Does that make sense?

Hopefully that makes sense. So if we're posting in the group, we're also posting as us

rather than posting as our page because we know that our page posts get seen less

because we don't engage as the page within the group.

So definitely have to think about that. The other thing that we've donewith our group Is

we've kind of [00:28:00] turned it into a leadmagnet andwe haven't really talked about

that yet, have we? So although all our leadmagnets lead to our group, our group actually is

a leadmagnet too. And if you're looking to start a leadmagnet, a Facebook group is a

really simple way to just get going.

So the way that we've done that, and you can do this in various different ways, but as we

said earlier, we're really specific about who joins our group. So we don't allow anyone to

join our group. You have to apply to join our group. And thenwe decide whether or not

you're allowed in andwe have specific questions that we ask people don't knowwhen

people join and one of those is what's your email address so that we can send people

emails because our goal is always obviously to get people on our email list so we can

communicate with you give youmore, you know, useful advice andwhat have you.

And so one of the questions is that, so we use a tool called Group Funnels.We'll put the

link for that in the show notes. Um, but if you go to thetwolauras.com/groupfunnels, that

will automatically take people's email address from those questions and add it to our

CRM.We use Active [00:29:00] Campaign, so it will automatically put your email into

Active Campaign and thenwe can automatically send you an email saying, welcome to the

Facebook group.
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It's so nice to have you, all of that kind of jargon. So it's a really goodway of turning that

group into a leadmagnet without having to be in there all the time and going collecting

people's email addresses and do it all kind of manually and because we've done that and

people then get an email telling themwell done you knowwelcome to the group and then

we're emailing them regularly they come back to the group so they come back and engage

with us in the group because they're hearing from us in different places so it's not just

about building the great engagement in the group it's getting reminding people who you

are and getting people to come back to the group so you can build that engagement in

there as well.

Laura Davis: Yeah, and also with those entry questions, we also ask people where they are
in their business at that time, so you know, are they looking to find clients? Are they

looking to scale their business? Andwe're very, we're not just asking because we're nosy,

we're asking because that will help us to know the kind of people who are joining the

group in [00:30:00] regards to the kind of content that might be useful.

But also it will help us further down in our kind of email marketing on the products we're

maybe even developing. It might help us guide where there's more of a need. So it's a great

way to kind of do a little bit of market research without any effort, quite frankly. So it's a

really useful tool for us to be able to kind of filter andmake sure people get what they're

looking for.

You know, we don't want people who are looking to scale their business suddenly only

wanting to find out how they find their first client, you know, so we don't want to piss

people off, you know, and it goes back to what I was saying before about just tagging

everyonewith the@everyone. Everyone's at different stages of their business, so they

don't need to see everything.

LauraMoore: Yeah. And one of the questions we ask, I can't remember exactly howwe

word it, but we ask, ask you like, what is your current challenge? And quite a lot of the

answers for that have then led on to being podcast, um, episodes. So it's, it's not

coincidence guys. [00:31:00] Like what you're telling us, we pay attention and thenwe go

record you an episode for it.
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Laura Davis:And I think also it's worth saying that, you know, that we change, we've
changed those questions loads over the years.We've always kept the email. The email is

obviously the one that's, it's been there all the time, but we've always thought, depending

onwhat our kind of current business goals are, what we're trying to find out, what we're

trying to do.

So sometimes we just ask where they found out about us, because obviously that's always

really useful to, especially whenwe're kind of reviewing ourmarketing to find out what's

working andwhat's not working. So these questions don't have to be set in stone, you just

need to have them, that they're as strategic for you and your business as possible, don't

just put them there for the sake of it.

And, you know, there are, there are plenty of functionalities in Facebook groups, which we

don't use, and it's things like that, if they've answered all questions, automatically let them

into the group. No, thank you. Like we don't do that.We review everybody because,

[00:32:00] you know, we've got people whowe've chucked out and then they've tried

joining again and I'm like, I'll recognise that name, um, you know, we -

LauraMoore:And just little things like we're really, if people don't have a profile picture.
They are not coming in our group. Like who are you if you haven't even got a profile

picture? No thanks.

Laura Davis: It's interesting, like lots of people will put like a dot, dot, a dot in each one so
they're thinking that the automation in Facebook groups will therefore let them in

because they've filled in the gap. It's like, no love, I'm not, I'm not a robot, mate.

LauraMoore: Put some effort in.

Laura Davis: Yeah, people might be thinking, God, why, like whywould you spend your

time doing that? Surely there are better things we're doing with your time, but actually it's

important for us. It's important that we get the right people. And the right, if, if you get like

the wrong people in that group, it could totally change the dynamics of the group,

especially if there's like smart ass marketing bros.

LauraMoore:Ugh, marketing bros, yeah.
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Yeah. Yeah. Like I think if, if we [00:33:00] were hiring somebody to do this, wewould

expect them to be right on it and doing that as well. And like. You know, any business that's

got a Facebook group, yes, probably one of their goals will be to have asmany people in

that Facebook group as possible. But I think it's, that's when it comes back to you as a

social media manager to really kind of rein that in and be like, yes, we can grow the group

andwe can have asmany people in there as possible, but they have to be the right people.

We have to be really strategic with the questions we're asking themwhen they're joining.

Andwe have to be, like, really clear between us about whowe're going to let in andwho

we're going to say no thank you to. Because otherwise there's just no point. If youwant a

ton of followers, you can do that on any other platform.

But when it's a community, it needs to be so specific and so focused. And there needs to be

a, a reason for people to join, a reason for people to stay, and a reason for people to have

conversations with other people. And just having thousands and thousands of people in a

group is not the way. Like those Disney groups that wewere talking about before, if you

had loads of people in there who hate Disney, and never gonna go to Disney, can't afford

to, think it's a rip off, and they're all in the group, like how quickly [00:34:00] is that Disney

group gonna change, you know?

Laura Davis: Yeah, it's so important to have a group that's managed essentially is what

you're saying, not just, not just kind of left to do its thing. And I, like, with everything,

growth and the size of your audience is not the be all and end all. It's about the audience

being the perfect people. And I know that sounds like a bit of a bloody cliche nowadays,

but, but unfortunately it is so true.

So I think let's just kind of recap a little bit, so because we've had a good old, well, we

haven't had a rant, but discussion about things. So let's just say people are kind of clear on

what we're saying. You have to have a group that is well managed, I think is the kind of top

line. And by that wemeanmaking sure that you're using the functionalities in that group

that the group allows, but not all of them.

So you don't have to use the things that kind of automate processes if you don't want to.

And I'd actually recommend not [00:35:00] doing that for a lot of them. Youwant to have a
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group that is niche. As niche as possible will make it easier for you. It doesn't, you don't

have to do that, but that will make life a lot easier.

And you've also got to give your community what, what you told them that they were

getting. Like, as Laura said, don't suddenly go on, you know, a right hand turn and

completely change, because that's not what, people won't stay for that. And thenwhere

possible, use, like, third party tools that are going to help you.

Obviously you can use schedulers if that's of use to you, but you can also use things like

group funnels, like Lauramentioned, andwe'll pop the link to that in the show notes. And

also, I suppose, the, the fundamental thing is that you need to knowwhat, like, what is your

goal?What, what are you trying to do?

Don't just set up a group because you think it'll be fun, because it's, it's the long game. It's

going to take a while. It is going to take hard work and just think about not what that group

will be like when you've got a couple of hundred people, but what happens if that group

grows to like tens of thousands of people?

How are you going tomanage [00:36:00] that, that group? And I think that's everything

we've covered. Is it not? Yeah.

LauraMoore:And steer clear of that @everyone tag if you can. That would bemy

takeaway.

Laura Davis: Yeah, it's not needed. Nice. Okay.Well, obviously if you're thinking this group

sounds great, uh, wewill put the link to the, in the show notes to join our free Facebook

group but if you’re thinking well the paid group sounds even better, you can come and

check that out as well, we'll also put the link in the show notes, but it's

thetwolauras.com/inner-hub

LauraMoore: Yeah. Hopefully we'll see you in there. Andwewill be back same time, same

place next week as usual.We'll see you then.

Laura Davis: See you then. Bye.
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LauraMoore:Oh, that was English.

Laura Davis: I know, I know. Sorry.

LauraMoore: I feel let down, Laura. I feel let down. Oh, I'm going to have to go and have a

a cup of tea. Au revoir!


